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1. SUMMARY
The Central Control1 Unit (CCU), accompanied by the Independent Observer (Global
Witness), undertook a mission within FMU 10 057 from July 17 to 21, 2002. In
accordance with instructions from the Minister of the Environment and Forests, the
aim of the mission was to carry out an assessment of this FMU, which has not been
logged since 2001.
FMU 10 057 is currently allocated to ‘Ingénierie Forestière’. Before being classified
as a FMU, it had been successively logged by Société Forestière et Industrielle de la
Doumé (SFID) and by SOTREF. Mr. Mbeng Gustave was the first beneficiary of the
registered logging title to FMU 10 057, which he then appears to have sub-contracted
to Société Forestière Hazim (SFH).
After a complete tour of the FMU and an examination of various documents put
together in the field, the Independent Observer concluded the following:
A volume of 39,786 m3 of wood, originating from both unauthorised logging of some
species according to valid ACP certificates and also an overlogging of authorised
species, was illegally felled in FMU 10 057 over the course of the 1998-1999 and
1999-2000 years. This act incurs the criminal, civil and administrative liability of Mr.
Mbeng Gustave, as holder of the title, along with Société Forestière Hazim (SFH),
which appears to have acted as sub-contractor.
In view of the above, the Independent Observer recommends:
1. The summoning of Mr. Mbeng Gustave to make a statement for a report to be
issued with regard to logging in excess of the volumes allocated to FMU 10 057 for
the years 1998-1999 and 1999-2000;
As holder of this logging title, Mr. Mbeng Gustave could be held responsible for the
offence of “unauthorised forest exploitation in a State or Council forest…. without
prejudice to damages for timber exploited….” (Article 158 of the 1994 law);
2. That should it be proven that Mr. Mbeng Gustave had indeed sub-contracted his
logging activities in FMU 10 057 to SFH, the legal notification made out against him
(Mr. Mbeng Gustave) should also hold SFH jointly responsible for the same offence;
3. That a further mission be organised to undertake a full inventory of all the wood
illegally cut, due to regrowth of the forest cover in the area of logging.

1

“Control” in the context of this report means “Law Enforcement” or to “check compliance with law”.
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2. COMPOSITION OF THE MISSION
The mission comprised two CCU officials, the Head of Forest Law
Enforcement Provincial Brigade for the East Province, one representative from the
Kadey Departmental Delegation and two members of the Independent Observer
technical team.

3. RESOURCES USED
-

1 4x4 pick-up truck
1 Yamaha 100 motor bike
2 Garmin GPS
1 video camera
1 Sony laptop computer

4. CONSTRAINTS
The mission was unable to find maps showing the boundaries of ACP 2 and
10, allocated to Mr. Mbeng Gustave during the years 1998-1999 and 1999-2000. In
addition, the team was unable to confirm the logging titles that had been granted prior
to the classification of this forest as a FMU.

5. OBSERVATIONS
5.1. BRIEF HISTORY OF LOGGING IN FMU 10 057
Prior to 1994, part of the current FMU 10 057 was logged under the system of
‘Licenses’2 by Société Forestière et Industrielle de la Doumé (SFID), belonging to the
Groupe Rougier (see Appendix No1).
Shortly after the FMU was formed, this forest (FMU 10 057) was allocated to
Mr. Mbeng Gustave, as confirmed by the Provisional Logging Agreement
(Convention Provisoire d'Exploitation - CPE) of the 27th March, 1998. From 1998 to
2000, Mr. Mbeng Gustave then appears to have sub-contracted the logging of ACP 2
and 10 of this FMU to the SFH company (see Appendix 2).
A report produced by Mr. Luc Durrieu, on behalf of the Technical Committee
for Monitoring of Economic Programmes (Comité Technique de Suivi des
Programmes Economiques), indicates that ACPs 2 and 10 of FMU 10 057 were never
physically demarcated (see Appendix No. 2).
This FMU has not been logged since 2000-2001.

2

Licence: Logging title granted for a renewable period of five years and which gives its holder the
right to log exclusively aimed for export or for local processing subject to restrictions on some species
as a consequence of the current forestry regulations or the contractual conditions (Law No 81-13 of 27
November 1981and Decree 83-169 of the 12th April 1983 on the system of forests, fauna and fishing).
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5.2 OBSERVATIONS OF THE INDEPENDENT OBSERVER
a)- Inaccessibility of FMU 10 057 and its exploitation by unauthorised smallscale chainsaw operators:
Given that the plant cover has regrown in the logging area, the Independent
Observer had to undertake a full tour of the FMU in search of other practicable tracks
and access routes (see photo 1 and map below).

Photo 1: Plant cover at an access route entry point into FMU 10 057
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Inaccessible roads and tracks in and around FMU 10 057
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tracks
Local sawmill
FMU 10 057
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FMU 10 056
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b) – Overlogging of ACP 2 and 10 in FMU 10 057
It emerges from investigations undertaken by the Independent Observer that FMU 10
057 was overlogged by an amount of more than 39,786 m3 during the course of the
years 1998-1999 and 1999-2000. In fact, there was an overlogging of certain species,
such as Ayous/Obeche and Fraké, plus logging of unauthorised species, such as
Bassam Acajou and Red Doussié.
A total of more than 7,365m3 of wood was illegally logged in FMU 10 057 during the
1998-1999 year (see table 1 below). This conclusion is the result of a comparison
between, on the one hand, the volumes authorised by Annual ACP Certificate No. 2,
for the 1998-1999 year (Appendix No. 3) and, on the other, the volumes indicated on
the SIGIF3 form for compiling DF104 data for the same year (Appendix No. 3).
Table 1
Species
Bassam Acajou
Bossé foncé
Red Doussié
Ayous/Obeche
Total

Volume authorised in m3
0
0
0
2900

Volume logged in m3
107
70
83
10005

Surplus in m3
107
70
83
7 105
7 365

Similarly, a surplus of 32,421m3 of wood was illegally logged from FMU 10 057
during the 1999-2000 year (see table 2 below). As in the first case, this observation
results from a comparison of the volumes indicated on the SIGIF forms for compiling
DF10 data for the year 1999-2000 and the volumes allocated by CAAC No. 10 for the
same year (see Appendix No 4).
Table 2
Species
Bassam Acajou
Red Doussié
Tali
Tali Yaoundé
Aiélé/Abel
Aningré R
Ayous
Eyong
Fraké
Lotofa/Nkanang
Andok
Ilomba
Total

Volume authorised en m3
0
0
1100
0
0
0
3900
613
2500
468
0
1300

Volume logged in m3
23
11
2425
11
70
7
30158
1172
5894
852
6
1673

Surplus in m3
23
11
1 325
11
70
7
26 258
559
3 394
384
6
373
32 421

3

SIGIF - Système Informatique de Gestion de l'Information Forestière - Computer System for Forestry
Information Management.
4
DF10: Name of the code given to the sheets of the site booklet in which the logging company must
record information on the trees felled on a daily basis (diameter at 1.30m from ground level, felling
number, length of logs, diameter at top and bottom, volume, date of felling).
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All volumes logged in excess of those authorised constitutes an offence of
“unauthorised forest exploitation in a State of Council forest…without prejudice to
damages for timber exploited… “, as provided for by Article 158 of the 1994 forestry
law.
For this offence, Mr. Gustave Mbeng and possibly Société Forestière Hazim (SFH)
are liable to criminal (fines and/or a prison sentence), civil (damage and interests as
provided for by article 159 of the 1994 forestry law) and administrative (suspension
and/or withdrawal of logging titles, provided for by articles 130 to 133 of Decree of
the 23rd August,1995) penalties.

6. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE
INDEPENDENT OBSERVER:
The mission enabled the Independent Observer to conclude that FMU 10 057
was overlogged by an amount of 39,786 m3, during the periods 1998-1999 and 19992000. This forestry unit has, in addition, been subjected to small-scale chainsaw
operations.
In view of the above, and given the absence of any open case against those alleged
responsible for the illegal logging in question, the Independent Observer
recommends:
1. The summoning of Mr. Mbeng Gustave to make a statement for a report to be
issued with regard to logging in excess of the volumes allocated to FMU 10 057 for
the years 1998-1999 and 1999-2000;
As holder of this logging title, Mr. Mbeng Gustave could be held responsible for the
offence of “unauthorised logging in a State forest…without prejudice to damage and
interest for woods logged…” (Article 158 of the 1994 law);
2. That should it be proven that Mr. Mbeng Gustave had indeed sub-contracted his
logging activities in FMU 10 057 to SFH, the legal notification made out against him
(Mr. Mbeng Gustave) should also hold SFH jointly responsible for the same offence
of « unauthorised logging in a State forest…without prejudice to damage and interest
for woods logged…”, as provided for by Article 158 of the 1994 forestry law;
3. That a further mission be organised to undertake a full inventory of all the wood
illegally cut, due to regrowth of the forest cover in the area of logging.
For this offence, Mr. Gustave Mbeng and possibly Société Forestière Hazim (SFH)
will incur criminal (fines and/or a prison sentence), civil (damage and interests
provided for by article 159 of the 1994 forestry law) and administrative (suspension
and/or withdrawal of logging titles, provided for in articles 130 to 133 of Decree of
the 23rd August 1995) penalties.
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